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The prevalence of aesthetic procedures has increased exponentially over the last decade.
Pregnancy causes many aesthetic changes in a woman, such as melasma, hirsutism
and striae. Although these are temporary in most cases, they can be distressing to the
mother. As such, the desire to undergo aesthetic procedures can increase during this
period. A variety of procedures exist, however, their safety profiles have usually been
determined by tests on non-pregnant volunteers. The changes that occur in pregnancy
and the presence of a foetus, which is susceptible to a wider range of toxins, means
this data cannot be directly transferred to dictate pregnancy safety profiles. In general,
most aesthetic procedures and agents are deemed to be safe to use in pregnancy,
however, the health of both mother and foetus should be paramount. Aesthetic
procedures are non-urgent, therefore, best practice would be to centre consultations
on patient counselling, encouraging patients to delay procedures until after pregnancy.
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Introduction

Discussion

The prevalence of aesthetic procedures has increased exponentially
over the last decade. The British Association of Aesthetic and Plastic
Surgeons (BAAPS) stated that over 51,000 people in UK underwent a
cosmetic procedure in 2015.1 This number has risen year-by-year and
is forecast to continue growing in the future. For many women, being
pregnant is not a barrier to receiving simple aesthetic procedures.2
The aesthetic changes that occur during pregnancy, such as melasma,
hirsutism and striae,3 can be dramatic and cause significant upset to
the mother, thus, pregnancy can increase, or initiate, a woman’s desire
to receive aesthetic treatment.

General procedural risks during pregnancy

The delivery of any treatment during pregnancy, whether medical
or aesthetic, is a contentious topic. The debate on the safety of these
procedures centres on the transient, but significant, physiological
changes that occur during pregnancy and the sharing of blood and
nutrients (or toxins) between mother and foetus. Due to the risks and
ethical considerations involved, drugs are rarely tested on pregnant
women. Thus, data on safety profiles is limited in this patient group.
The differences in physiology make it inappropriate to translate
data from trials in non-pregnant women to dictate practice during
pregnancy.
Due to unconvincing, or absent, safety information on aesthetic
products practice differs greatly between professionals. The general
consensus is to defer non-essential procedures until after pregnancy.4
However, it should also be noted that aesthetic changes can cause
devastating effects to the mother’s mental health, potentially
disrupting her relationship with her child as well as her ability to care
for the child. In such situations the advantages and disadvantages of
the procedure must be evaluated to reach a decision which creates
the best possible outcome for mother and child. In this article, we
review the most up-to-date information on the safety profiles of the
most commonly requested aesthetic procedures during pregnancy and
have outlined a framework for the general management of patients
seeking these procedures.
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A significant risk to consider from any procedure which causes
a break in the skin is infection. This is especially important in
pregnancy as infections can lead to maternal and foetal complications
such as, sepsis, chorioamnionitis, intra-uterine growth restriction,
malformations and prematurity. Increased precaution is therefore
needed to prevent infection, including hand washing, gloving and
appropriate skin preparation. Iodine and Hexachlorophene are both
contraindicated in pregnancy due to thyroid and central nervous system
toxicity, respectively.5 Therefore, alcohol or Chlorhexidine gluconate
solutions should be used to achieve sterility of the procedure site.
Alongside the increased risk of infection there is also a difficulty
in treating infections during pregnancy as all common antibiotics are
classified as either Category B or C by the old FDA guidelines.6 The
category based system was replaced by the FDA in 2015, however,
since most reviews pre-date this we will discuss products in terms
of this system. A breakdown of the classification system is shown
below:7
Category

Definition
Well-controlled studies in pregnant women
have failed to demonstrate a risk to the foetus
at any stage in pregnancy
Animal studies have failed to demonstrate a risk
to the foetus but there are no well-controlled
studies in pregnant women
Animal studies have shown an adverse effect
on the foetus and there are no well-controlled
studies in humans, but potential benefits may
warrant the use of the drug in pregnant women
despite potential risks
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Table Continued.
Category

Definition
There is positive evidence of human foetal
risk based on adverse reaction data from
investigational or marketing experience or
studies in humans, but potential benefits may
warrant use of the drug in pregnant women
despite potential risks

X

Studies in animals or humans have
demonstrated foetal abnormalities, and the risks
involved in using the drug in pregnant women
clearly outweigh any potential benefits

The risk of significant bleeding from a procedure should be
also considered prior to performing procedures during pregnancy.
Pregnant women are more susceptible to anaemia and it is linked with
adverse outcomes for both mother and foetus in the event of major
haemorrhage. However, pregnancy itself is a hypercoagulative state
so the risk of developing a significant bleed during simple aesthetic
procedures is reduced.
Wound healing during pregnancy does not pose a significant
health threat, but creates an argument against the delivery of aesthetic
procedures. Due to changes in hormones and tension factors,
pregnancy is linked with the development of hypertrophic and keloid
scarring.8 There is also an increased incidence of hyperpigmentation
during pregnancy.9 Therefore, performing aesthetic procedures during
pregnancy could lead to worse aesthetic outcomes in the long-term.
This should be discussed with the patient during the consenting
process prior to any procedure.

Chemical peels
A variety of chemical peels exist in the market and are used for
multiple purposes, including the treatment of melasma. However,
studies proving its use in the treatment of melasma excluded pregnant
women from the trials.10 2% Lactic acid is known to be used to treat
gestational acne without any reported negative pregnancy outcomes.11
The product has a low level of dermal penetration, meaning negligible
systemic effects, and could therefore be considered safe for use during
pregnancy.
Lactic acid is also used in conjunction with salicylic acid and
resorcinol in a combination known as a Jessner peel. This is a
medium-depth peel, meaning deeper dermal penetration, which
makes its use more contentious especially due to the inclusion of
salicylic acid. It produces up to 25% dermal penetration, however this
would likely result in a negligible systemic concentration. Salicylic
acid is classified as a Category C drug for pregnancy according to
the aforementioned FDA guidelines, thus, its use during pregnancy
is acceptable depending on specific patient factors. Studies on the
effects of cutaneous salicylic acid in pregnancy are limited, both on its
own and as part of a Jessner peel. However, many large studies have
evaluated the safety of low-dose oral acetylsalicylic acid (Aspirin) in
pregnancy. This is commonly used as a prophylactic agent in women
who are at a high risk of developing hypertension and pre-eclampsia.12
The studies concluded that there was no increase in the baseline rate
of adverse events such as preterm birth, major malformations or low
birth weights.13 Since the absorption from topical application would
produce even lower systemic concentrations it would be unlikely that
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these peels would cause adverse outcomes if used during pregnancy.
However, it is still recommended that they are used with caution and
coverage should be limited, and without occlusion, if used during
pregnancy.14
Another popular chemical peel agent is glycolic acid, a product
which is also widely used for acne treatment. Multiple studies on
animals have shown adverse reproductive effects, however doses
were significantly higher than those used in cosmetic products.15 No
trials in pregnant women have been conducted. Glycolic acid could
therefore be considered as a Category C product, meaning carefully
considered use in pregnancy. The minimal dermal invasion means
the product should be relatively safe to use in pregnancy as a topical
peel.16

Minor procedures
Common minor procedures, including removal of benign lesions
using cryotherapy, shaving, snipping, punch or shave removal and
electrocautery, all have verified safety records in pregnant women.17

Injectable anaesthetic agents
Lidocaine is the most commonly used injectable local anaesthetic
agent, it is used in the delivery of Botulinum toxin and dermal fillers.
Lidocaine is classified as a Category B drug in pregnancy. Once
in the blood stream it can cross the placenta and enter the foetal
circulation. A study with nearly 300 pregnant women showed no
relative increase in the number of adverse foetal events in women who
had lidocaine administered during the first trimester of pregnancy.18
A more recent study analysing adverse pregnancy events in 210
women receiving local anaesthetic for dental procedures showed a
slight but insignificant increase in adverse foetal outcomes compared
to a control population (4.8% versus 3.3%).19 Studies in rats have
also failed to show an increase in adverse events following the use of
lidocaine in pregnancy.20
The major risks from using lidocaine come from high-dose exposure
or accidental arterial injection, both of which could theoretically
lead to foetal cardiac or central nervous system toxicity.5 However,
the maximum safe injectable dose of lidocaine is 4.5mg/kg, up to a
maximum of 300mg, which is well below the typical amount used
for aesthetic procedures. High-dose or accidental arterial exposure
can result in lidocaine toxicity in the mother, causing symptoms such
as light-headedness, tachycardia, headaches and agitation.21 Once
symptoms are present in the mother it can be assumed that the dose
is significant to cause some level of foetal toxicity. It is reported that
the concurrent use of a vasoconstrictor, such as adrenaline, alongside
lidocaine can reduce toxicity by restricting systemic spread. Although
this increases the safety of local anaesthetic, it also increases the risk
profile as systemic absorption of adrenaline, such as through accidental
intra-arterial injection, could lead to uterine artery spasm resulting in
foetal compromise.22 However, these effects are minimised by the
relatively small doses of adrenaline used in aesthetic injections; as
low as 1 in 200,000.
Other injectable local anaesthetics, such as Bupivacaine and
Mepivacaine, are classified as Category C drugs for pregnancy and
should therefore be avoided as there are safer alternatives. The use
of Mepivacaine23 has been reported to cause complications such
as foetal bradycardia, preterm labour and a doubling of congenital
abnormalities.
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Topical anaesthetic agents
Lidocaine is also a popular topical anaesthetic agent but is usually
combined with prilocaine when used in this form. The mixture is
classified as Category B in pregnancy but increased risks are present
due to the inclusion of prilocaine which has shown to produce
methemoglobinaemia in the foetus when used during pregnancy.24
Benzocaine and tetracaine are other topical anaesthetic agents
but both are Category C drugs due to more dermal penetration and a
stronger association with foetal methemoglobinaemia.25 A lidocaine/
prilocaine mixture is therefore the preferred choice of topical local
anaesthetic if required. An important note about topical anaesthetic
agents is that their effectiveness increases with occlusion, however,
penetration into the systemic circulation also increases with occlusion.
Therefore, if used during pregnancy, occlusion should be avoided to
minimise the risks of adverse events.

Botulinum toxin
Botulinum toxin is one of the most common aesthetic agents
administered; however it also has various medical uses such as in
achalasia and hyperhidrosis. Botulinum toxin is officially a Category
C drug in pregnancy and manufacturer recommendations list
pregnancy is a contraindication for its use. Very few trials of aesthetic
administration of Botulinum toxin in pregnancy have been conducted,
all suggesting a negligible increase in adverse foetal events.23
However, multiple trials have been conducted which analyse the
effects of using for medical indications during pregnancy, including
achalasia, migraine prophylaxis and cervical dystonia. Despite using
higher concentrations of Botulinum toxin for medical purposes there
is still a unanimous conclusion that there is no significant increase in
adverse foetal outcomes compared to the general population.11
If administered correctly, intra-muscularly or intra-dermally,
Botulinum toxin is unlikely to enter the systemic circulation.26 The large
size of the molecule makes it unlikely to be able to cross the placental
barrier.27 The doses of Botulinum toxin used for aesthetic procedures
is also much lower than the estimated hazardous dose (100Units
versus 600Units).27 The arguments for the safety of Botulinum toxin
in pregnancy are convincing, however, it is believed that there is still
insufficient data to confirm absolute safety of Botulinum toxin in
pregnancy. Therefore, its use for medical conditions should be limited
and undertaken with caution, and for aesthetic procedures, we would
recommend that it is avoided.

Dermal fillers
There are numerous filler agents available on the market; the
most common are collagen, hyaluronic acid, hydroxylapatite and
poly-L-lactic acid. To our knowledge, there are no published trials
assessing the safety of any filler agents during pregnancy. In the
general population, the commonly reported complications of fillers
consist of hypersensitivity reactions and injection site infections.28 In
reality, fillers are probably safe for use in pregnancy, however, the
lack of safety evidence and manufacturer recommendations stating
that they should not be used during pregnancy mean their use should
be delayed until after pregnancy if possible. Other factors to consider
when administering fillers in pregnant women are the altered scar
healing processes in pregnancy, susceptibility to hyperpigmentation
and the concurrent use of lidocaine for the procedure.9

Lasers
There are a variety of lasers that can be used for aesthetic procedures;
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none have been tested for their safety profiles for aesthetic procedures
during pregnancy. However, there are numerous studies evaluating
their safety for medical treatments during pregnancy. Carbon dioxide
lasers,29 neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium,30 holmium yttrium
aluminium31 and pulsed dye lasers32 have all been proven to be safe for
use during pregnancy, however, the lack of data specifically relating
to aesthetic procedures means it is generally advised to avoid using
them until after pregnancy. There is a high risk of hyperpigmentation
following the use of lasers, which would be accentuated during
pregnancy, thus the long-term aesthetic outcome of laser treatment
should be carefully considered before administering it.

Conclusion
Pregnancy is a time of great change for a woman, there are a
plethora of physiological changes that occur, some of which manifest
superficially in the form of melasma, hirsutism and striae, and,
although temporary in most cases, these can be distressing to the
mother. As a result she may seek specialist help to undergo procedures
to counteract these changes. The scope of these procedures is vast,
encompassing minor surgical procedures, chemical topical agents,
lasers and injectable products such as Botulinum toxin or dermal
fillers. These procedures have usually been tested and analysed on
non-pregnant volunteers to determine their safety profiles, however,
the changes that occur in pregnancy and the presence of a foetus,
which is susceptible to a wider range of toxins, means this data cannot
be directly transferred to dictate pregnancy safety profiles.
Minor procedures, including excision, cryotherapy and shave
removal are all safe to perform during pregnancy. Chemical peels are
generally considered safe; however, excessive systemic infiltration
has been shown to cause adverse events in both animal and human
studies. When considering more invasive procedures a secondary
factor to consider is the use of anaesthetic agents, the most common
of which is lidocaine. This has been shown to be the safest of the
injectable and topical anaesthetic agents to use during pregnancy but
it can produce adverse events in extreme circumstances. Injectable
procedures, such as Botulinum toxin and dermal fillers, have limited
studies evaluating their use for aesthetic purposes during pregnancy.
They are assumed to be safe but manufacturer recommendations list
pregnancy as a contraindication to their use.
In general, most aesthetic procedures and agents are deemed to be
safe to use in pregnancy, however, in pregnancy the health of mother
and foetus should be paramount. Aesthetic procedures are non-urgent
and limited data on safety profiles, alongside studies which have shown
even small risks adverse reactions, mean the benefits of having these
procedures may not justify the risks involved. An important point to
consider is the altered wound healing physiology during pregnancy as
this can cause worse aesthetic outcomes for the patient. Best practice
would be to centre consultations on patient counselling, reassuring
them of the transient nature of many changes during pregnancy and
of the short window of pregnancy during which they would be best to
avoid treatments, encouraging patients to delay procedures until after
pregnancy.
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